TEEN LIMMUD PROGRAMME 2017 (JHB)
Date
8/5/2017

Time
9:20 ‐ 10:20

Title
The secret to fixing the world ‐ A look at
Tikkun Olam and Revolutionary Service.

Synopsis
Give someone a fish and you feed them for a day; teach them how to fish and you feed them for a
lifetime. Tikkun Olam (repairing the world) is a cornerstone of contemporary Judaism. In this session
we will journey through the concepts of Tikkun Olam and revolutionary service - what they are and how
we, as Jews, can participate in the best possible way.

8/5/2017

11:00 ‐ 12:00

The Jews that Changed South Africa

Obama, Lady Gaga, Oprah, Beyonce and Putin. All of these people changed the world. None of them
are South African or Jewish. But, there are people that have changed the world that are both South
African AND Jewish. Come find out about South African Jews that have left their mark on history.

8/5/2017

14:45 ‐ 15:45

Who is a Jew? Exploring Diversity in
Judaism.

Latkes or Gefilte Fish? Hummus or Techina? Matisyahu or the Maccabeats? There's very little we, as
Jews, can agree on. If we can’t even reconcile these small differences; then how do we get past the big
ones? In this session we will explore different streams of Judaism and what it is that connects us.

8/5/2017

19:00 ‐ 20:00

Israel Quiz

Think you know Israel? Come test your knowledge at Limmud’s famous Israel quiz. It's the toughest
one yet and there are awesome prizes to be won so bring your A-game!

8/6/2017

9:15 - 10:15

Medical Ethics and Judaism: Cloning,
Abortion and Euthanasia.

A Jewish twist on some modern medical ethical dilemmas. This session will zoom in on these dilemmas
and show you how great Jewish commentators have used the Halacha to reach their conclusions. By
exploring topics like abortion, cloning, and euthanasia, participants will gain insight into the world of
Jewish ethics, helping develop their understanding of these difficult issues through a Jewish lense.

8/6/2017

13:00 -14:00

Games That Changed the World ‐ A
comprehensive guide to the worlds best
games.

You think you know games? You don’t know games. Not like we know games! In this session we’ll
explore games that changed the world. We’ll teach you how to turn your surroundings into the best
playground; and how to break the ice quicker than your parents’ cheesy pick up lines. We’ll unlock your
inner silliness, and show you how fun can change the world!

8/6/2017

15:15 - 16:15

Am I more equal than you? Exploring
inequality in our everyday lives

Have you ever wondered why some people are born rich and some poor? Why women get paid less
than men? Why Reform and Orthodox Jews aren’t seen as equal? Join us in analysing the forms in
which inequality makes its way into our everyday lives.

PLUS MANY MORE SESSIONS ON THE MAIN PROGRAMME THAT ARE COMPLETELY AWESOME !

